Abstract-In this paper an extended scalability condition is proposed to achieve the ground-state stability for a class of multipartite quantum systems which may involve two-body interactions, and an explicit procedure to construct the dissipation control is presented. Moreover, we show that dissipation control can be used for automatic error correction in addition to stabilization. We demonstrate the stabilization and error correction of three-qubit repetition code states using dissipation control.
I. INTRODUCTION Stabilization of quantum states is central to the scheme of quantum computation. For instance, universal quantum computation [1] can be realized provided that we can prepare a giant entangled state often called graph state [2] or cluster state [3] . In order to stabilize the desired quantum states, the system is coupled to an engineered environment, and the dissipative dynamics would drive the system to the target states [4] .
A finite-level quantum system is defined on a Hilbert space H C N . Denote the space of bounded operator on H as B(H). A quantum state is characterized by a density operator ρ ∈ B(H) satisfying trace(ρ) = 1 and ρ ≥ 0. In many cases, the interaction between the quantum system and the environment is described by a Markov process, and the dynamical equation of the quantum state ρ t can be written aṡ
Here X † denotes the adjoint of an operator X, and [X, Y ] = XY − Y X. H ∈ B(H) is the system Hamiltonian and {L j ∈ B(H), j = 1, · · ·, J} are system operators that characterize the system-environment couplings. Dissipation control is implemented by engineering the system-environment coupling operators.
The stationary states of Eq. (1) have been studied extensively for the purpose of state stabilization [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For a multipartite quantum system, the method of using dissipative Y. Pan is with the Institute of Cyber-Systems and Control, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou 310027, China (e-mail:ypan@zju.edu.cn).
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dynamics to engineer quantum states has been generalized to the notion of dissipatively quasi-locally stabilizable (DQLS) states [10] , [11] . The theory of DQLS states proposes a systematic approach to determine whether a given multipartite state is asymptotically stabilizable if local dissipation controls can be engineered. Furthermore, if the quantum state satisfies the DQLS condition, the required multipartite system Hamiltonian and the system-environment coupling operators can be constructively derived.
The aforementioned results are based on (1). Alternatively, the desired states can be stabilized by studying the evolution of certain operators. Since the expectation of an operator V ∈ B(H) at the state ρ is calculated by V ρ = trace(V ρ), the evolution of the operator V (t) can be defined via the relation
A large class of quantum states, including graph states and cluster states (which are DQLS states as well), can be encoded as the ground states of a multipartite operator taking the form [10] , [14] . As a result, state stabilization can be achieved by engineering the dissipation such that the system converges to the ground states asymptotically. The merit of this formulation is that the ground-state stability of V can be established by Lyapunov-type operator inequalities. This scenario has been considered before in [15] , where a scalability condition is used to prove the ground-state stability of V when each V i is stabilized individually. However the scalability condition proposed in [15] does not hold for certain applications, especially when {V i } consist of two-body interactions. An illustrative example can be found in Section IV.
We have two goals in this paper:
• Based on operator inequalities, derive an extended scalability condition which is applicable to a wider range of applications where the scalability condition from [15] is not applicable (Section III-A).
• Prove that the dissipation control is also capable of automatically correcting certain types of errors that occur in the desired quantum states (Section III-B under the dissipative dynamics. However, we can prove in Section III-B that if certain types of errors occur to one of the ground states, the dissipation control can steer the erroneous state back to the initial ground state exactly, without any measurement or active feedback. In this regard, this result can be considered as an addition to the existing physical literature on automatic quantum error correction (AQEC) [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The definition of AQEC in the context of this paper is given in Sec. II-D.
It is also worth mentioning that the results of this paper are not intended to be used to characterize whether a generic state is DQLS. Instead, the results are intended to deal with a specialized case, where we apply algebraic methods to achieve the stabilization of the states by imposing scalable Lyapunov-type conditions on the operators. If these conditions are satisfied, then the ground states of the system are DQLS and V is frustration-free [4] , [11] , [15] .
Notations: Z V is the space spanned by the ground states of 
II. PRELIMINARIES AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Assumptions and definitions
The multipartite quantum system considered in this paper is defined on H = M m=1 H m which is a tensor product of Hilbert spaces {H m } (each H m is associated with a subsystem). We have the following assumption throughout this paper.
Remark 1: {V i } can be regarded as quasi-local operators [10] since they are defined on a subset of {H m }. Therefore, the stabilizing dynamics in this paper can be considered as specific realizations for the stabilization of DQLS states. V 2 i = V i ≥ 0 is a natural assumption that holds for many applications, e.g. the dissipation control of stabilizer states [4] , [14] , [15] . {V i } being commutative is an intuitive assumption which enables {V i } to share common ground states. Physical examples of the decomposition includes the dissipation control of graph states [4] .
We also make the following assumption. Assumption 2: The system Hamiltonian can be written as
Here −g i is the smallest eigenvalue of the Hermitian operator H i .
Remark 2: It is experimentally possible to engineer Hamiltonian on a multipartite quantum system, e.g. [21] .
As shown in the next section, the two assumptions allow a concise and scalable stability analysis based on the generator (2) . In addition, we have two definitions as follows.
Definition 1: V i is said to be a two-body operator if it can be decomposed as V i = X m1 ⊗ X m2 , with X m1 , X m2 defined on two Hilbert spaces H m1 , H m2 , respectively.
Definition 2: The generator of the evolution of V i that is induced by a single dissipation control L i is defined by
Remark 3: Eq. (3) is the generator of V i controlled by a single coupling operator L i . If V i is also affected by other coupling operators {L j , j = i}, then we have G(
B. Previous results
We recall one theorem from [13] :
then the system will asymptotically converge to Z X .
Remark 4:
The algebraic condition (4) uses X = X(0), H = H(0) and {L j = L j (0)}. The satisfaction of this condition implies that lim t→∞ X(t) = 0. The other algebraic conditions of this paper also use the operators at the initial time. For the details of the Heisenberg-picture stability theory, please refer to [22] .
The following theorem can be derived using Theorem 1, Assumption 1 and 2.
Theorem 2: [15] If the following condition
holds, then G(V i ) ≤ −c i V i and V i is asymptotically groundstate stable under the dissipation control of {L j }. In particular, we say {U i,j } stabilize V i if Eq. (5) holds. Now we recall the scalability condition derived in [15] .
The ground-state stability of V can be implied if the intuitive scalability condition
can be established for all i. Remark 5: V is asymptotically ground-state stable if the local dissipation controls of {V i , i = i} do not increase the expectation of V i (Fig. 1) . However, Eq. (6) is easily violated if {V i } involve two-body interactions. If V i is a two-body operator, the local control L i,j that stabilizes V i may not act on V i , i = i trivially. To be more specific, if V i = X m1 ⊗ X m2 , then there exists at least one V i , i = i which is defined on H m1 , otherwise the resulting ground state cannot be entangled in H m1 . As a result, the local control U i,j defined on H m1 ⊗ H m2 may act nontrivially on this V i .
The first main result of this paper shows the way to construct the dissipation control for the stabilization of V when {V i } • • • Fig. 1 . Each V i has 0 as its lowest energy. The system may be stabilized to the ground state of V 1 under a local dissipation control. The local dissipation control is scalable if it maintains or decreases the energy of {V i , i = 1}, i.e. the system is steered towards the ground states of {V i , i = 1} under the local dissipation control of V 1 . However for instance, if the local dissipation control of V 1 increases the energy of V 2 , then {L i , i = 1} must be able to compensate this increase in order to stabilize V 2 .
can be locally stabilized but the local dissipation controls do not satisfy the strong scalability condition Eq. (6).
C. A new result on stability
The following theorem is concerned with the existence of dissipation control.
Theorem 4: There always exists a set of unitary operators
Proof: We provide a constructive method to prove the existence. Since V i ≥ 0, we can write the spectral decomposition of V i as V i = n h n |n n|, h n ≥ 0, with {|n } being the basis vectors of the Hilbert space. Denote one of the ground states (with eigenvalue 0) as |0 0|. Therefore, if for each h j > 0 we choose U i,j = |j 0| + |0 j| + n =j,0 |n n|,
n |n n|. Since h n equals either 0 or 1 for a projector V i , we have n =j h 3 n |n n| = n =j h n |n n|. We can verify that
where {h j = 1, j = 1, ···, J} is the set of positive eigenvalues. The condition (5) is satisfied with c i = 1. Remark 6: Theorem 4 provides a specific solution to the exponential stabilization problem. Approaches to choose the set of unitaries have also been discussed in [4] .
D. Definition of AQEC
Next we will introduce the definition of AQEC [16] that is adapted to the context of this paper.
Definition 3: The set of error operators is denoted as {E a } [23] . In the error process, an error may occur with a probability. When the error occurs, the corresponding error operator E a transforms the initial state ρ 0 ∈ Z V to the erroneous state as E a ρ 0 E † a . In the correction process that follows the error process, AQEC is defined as the dissipative dynamics that stabilizes the system to an arbitrary initial state ρ 0 ∈ Z V , when an error modelled by an arbitrary error operator from {E a } occurs, i.e.,
holds for arbitrary ρ 0 ∈ Z V and E a . In this case, the errors are said to be correctable by the dissipation control. For example, E a can be the bit-flip error operator σ x which may flip the state of the qubit as σ x |0 = |1 with certain probability. AQEC will automatically correct the error and return the system state to |0 by dissipation control.
Note that the AQEC condition (8) implies that the system is ground-state stable as every ρ 0 ∈ Z V is an invariant state. As a result, if no error occurs, the ground states will be stable under the dissipation control. However, ground-state stability does not necessarily imply error correction capability. For instance, suppose the erroneous state is E a ρ 0 E † a . The erroneous state can be automatically steered back to the invariant subspace Z V if the system is asymptotically ground-state stable, but we cannot guarantee that the dissipation control will restore the system to the initial state ρ 0 if the ground states are degenerate, i.e. Z V is more than one-dimensional. It is also worth mentioning that Definition 3 corresponds to an ideal case that the error process and correction process take place consecutively. Other types of modelling of the two processes can be found in Sec. IV and [20] .
III. MAIN RESULTS
A. Scalability of dissipation control
The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 5:
The definitions of the two sets are as follows
A sufficient condition for the asymptotic ground-state stability of V is given by
The dissipation control is constructed as
is the operator that satisfies the condition (9) but does not commute with U i . U i acts trivially on {V (i) n }. In contrast, U i acts nontrivially on {V
However, in order for the dissipation controls to be scalable
should satisfy the stability condition G(V
Proof: By assumption of Theorem 5, we have
where we have made use of the properties (12) or V i does not commute with U j and satisfies V i ∈ {V
According to (9) , this implies
Consequently, we can obtain
which further leads to
c min is the smallest positive number in {c i }. Here we have used the condition (10). By Theorem 1, V = i V i is asymptotically ground-state stable.
Remark 8: The strong scalability condition (6) is just a special case of Theorem 5 with {V
is the product of the operators in {V i } whose energies are not increased by the local controls
However, if we implement the dissipation control as {L i = U i V i }, the dissipation control may not satisfy the scalability condition Eq. (6) .
The updated dissipation control
Note that {V i } are still projectors. The reason we preclude the operators {V
j V j leads to the same V i for each dissipation control and so often results in the violation of sufficient condition (10) in practical implementation.
B. Automatic quantum error correction by dissipation control
In this section, we derive the condition such that the dissipation control {L i } can automatically correct certain types of errors.
Denote {|p ∈ H} as the complete basis vectors of Z V . Then we can write the basis of the bounded operators on Z V as {|p q|}, where p and q have the same range. An arbitrary density state in Z V can thus be expanded on the basis as ρ 0 = p,q α pq |p q|.
Lemma 1: The dissipation controls {L i } are error-correcting with respect to the error operators {E a } if
hold for all p, q.
Proof: The dynamical equation Eq. (1) can be written as a linear system equatioṅ vec(ρ t ) = Avec(ρ t ), 
The condition (17) ensures the invariance of the initial state under the dissipation control, if no error occurs. If an error E a occurs, the erroneous state p,q α pq E a |p q|E † a needs to be steered back to ρ 0 . Since we have
and sov (22) is an ordinary first-order differential equation which can be easily integrated to be
This proves (E a |p q|E † a ) t → |p q| as t → ∞. Due to the linearity of the dynamical equation Eq. (19), we can deduce that ( p,q α pq E a |p q|E † a ) t → ρ 0 for any error operator E a . The system is restored to the initial state exactly.
Eq. (18) guarantees that every element of the erroneous density state, including the non-diagonal terms which characterize the quantum coherence, can be restored to the initial value. In this sense, Eq. (17)- (18) are more like the definition of quantum error correction, as compared to the sufficient conditions for the errors to be correctable [16] , [20] , [24] .
Based on Lemma 1, we can prove the following theorem. Theorem 6: Suppose the dissipation control takes the form {L i = U i V i }, with {V i } being projectors and {U i } being unitary operators. The sufficient conditions for the set of error operators {U † i } to be correctable are
for all |p . Remark 9: The correctable errors are determined by the available dissipation controls. For example, U † i can be the bitflip error operator σ x . Note that there exist local dissipation controls {L i = σ xi V i } for the stabilization of the graph states [4] , [15] . Therefore, in this case the bit-flip errors caused by {σ † xi } = {σ xi } are correctable if the sufficient conditions are satisfied.
Proof: It is easy to verify that Eq. (17) is satisfied since Z V is an invariant subspace under the dissipation control and |p is the basis vector of Z V . Recall that V i is obtained by displacing the system Hamiltonian H i according to Assumption 2. Since the erroneous state vector U † i |p is an eigenstate of V i with the eigenvalue 1 and an eigenstate of {V j , j = i} with eigenvalue 0, we can conclude that U † i |p is also an eigenstate of the system Hamiltonian H. Based on this fact, we can remove the unitary dynamics in Eq. (18) due to
and obtain
Therefore, Eq. (18) 
IV. DISSIPATION CONTROL OF 3-QUBIT REPETITION CODE
STATES
Define |0 L , |1 L as the basis vectors of a two-level logical qubit. A logical qubit can be encoded using three physical qubits, i.e.
where |0 , |1 denote the basis vectors of the physical qubit and |000 = |0 ⊗ |0 ⊗ |0 . This code is proposed to protect quantum information which is stored in span(|0 L , |1 L ) against single bit-flip noise, where the single bit-flip error operators are given by E = {σ xi , i = 1, 2, 3}. σ xi causes a flip of the i-th qubit state. The conventional error correction procedure relies on quantum measurement to identify the error and then performs an operation to correct the error accordingly.
In this example we demonstrate that the dissipation control can automatically correct the single bit-flip errors as well as stabilize the code states. The codewords (28) are common eigenstates of the stabilizers [25] . For the 3-qubit repetition code, the set of stabilizers is given by
Based on the stabilizers, we can define V as
Note that V 1 , V 2 , V 3 are two-body operators. |0 L and |1 L are two ground states of V . It is easy to verify that
with U 1 = σ x1 . Similarly, we can obtain the local dissipation controls for
which violates the scalability condition (6) . Instead, we can construct the correct dissipation control for V using Theorem 5. Since U 1 stabilizes both V 1 and V 3 , the updated dissipation control would be designed as
By Theorem 5, V is asymptotically ground-state stable if the 3-qubit system is coupled to a dissipative environment via
Next, we can verify the error correction condition Eq. (24)-(25) in Theorem 6 by
As a result, the dissipation control {L i } can automatically correct the errors induced by the set of error operators
† } = {σ xi }, which is exactly the set of the single bitflip errors E. Fig. 2 is the numerical demonstration of the error correction performance of the dissipation control. An erroneous state is shown to be restored to the code state. In particular, the coherence of the initial state is preserved under the dissipation.
A more realistic automatic error correction scheme is applying the error correction control in parallel with the noises [20] . In this case, the system can be modelled as subjected to the noise and the engineered couplings simultaneously. As we have demonstrated in Fig. 3 , the derived system-environment couplings for the 3-qubit repetition code states indeed can 
, which is different from the
due to the single bit-flip error σ x3 . The system converges to the target state with unit probability, which means that no coherence is lost during this dissipative process. κ and the time scale γ are set to 1 in this example. . Depending on the coupling strength κ, we achieve different levels of state preservation. In the strong coupling regime κ/γ ≥ 50, the code state can be continuously preserved against the bit-flip noise.
be used in parallel with the noises. The bit-flip errors are modelled by coupling the system to the environment via the additional coupling operators {L noise i = √ γσ xi , i = 1, 2, 3}, with γ being the coupling strength. As a result, the system is associated with 6 coupling channels in total. When we increase the strength of the dissipation controls, a nearly perfect code state preservation can be achieved.
Remark 10: Coherent feedback loop in [17] is essentially implementing the environmental couplings adiabatically [17, Eq. (2) ]. Physical implementation of dissipation control has also been experimentally demonstrated for superconducting qubit systems, such as in [26] . Recently, Cohen et al. has demonstrated a scheme which uses the dissipative gadgets to implement automatic quantum error correction [18] .
V. CONCLUSION
Stabilizing ground states is critical for quantum state engineering and quantum computation [4] , [15] . We have presented the procedure to construct the dissipation control for the ground-state stabilization of a multipartite quantum system, on which a previous scalability condition may fail to apply if there exist two-body interactions. Moreover, we have investigated the state dynamics of the invariant ground-state space under the dissipation control. We have shown that the dissipation control can automatically correct certain types of errors when these errors occur to the ground states. For these reasons, the dissipation control holds the potential for the protection of noisy qubits, making it a good candidate for the engineering of quantum information by ground-state stabilization [4] .
